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ABSTRACT
Parental

Relationships,

Mate Selection,

and Marital Adjustment

by
Vicki Lee Nelson,

Doctor of Philosophy

Utah State University,

1976

Major Professor:
Dr . William R. Dobson
Department:
Psychology

parental

The primary

purpose

relationships

and their correlation

purpose was to investigate

of this study was to investigate

the agreement

of the wife and her perception

of herself

of the husband and his perception
in relation

to marital

to mate selection.

and (2) between the wife's perception

of himself (hereafter,

in the study.

to all individuals:

containing

items regarding

education,

number of months married,

perceptual

agreement)

A brief biographical

sex, student-non-student

himself

A number of hypotheses
with parents

attending Utah State UniverThe following instruments

(herself),

occupation,

The Locke-Wallace

Short

Check List in which each

the mate,

mother,

were made regarding

and their possible

questionnaire

status,

and religion;

Scale; and The Interpersonal

person was to describe

relatior.ships

perception

adjustment.

sity of Logan, Utah, participated

Marital Adjustment

The secondary

(1) between the husband's

Sixty couples with one or both partners

were administered

perceived

and father.

positive

relationships

and negative

to mate selection

viii
and subsequent

marital

happiness.

were computed for self / spouse,
self/father,

self / spouse's

For some of these hypotheses
perception

mother,

and self / spouse's

each of the 16 individual diagnostic
and maladaptive
discrepancy

response

scores

scores

with regard

categories

father with regard

ca t egories

correlated

with his or her respective

accuracy

with one's mate were

of the IC L. These scores

marital

adjustment

Short Marital Adjustment

(mother and / or father) relationships,

perceptions

Scale.

significant

of the mate and self-perceptions

relationships
Concerning

(self description),
category

that parental

relationships

significant

similarities
positive

for the wife's parents

relationships

since more

As for the overall

maladaptive

and her mate

were found in the overall

(. 01) and for the father (. 05).

ships were evident for the husband with regard
and his mate.

may

at the . 01 and . 05 levels were evident for females.

adaptive

for the mother

relations.

with reg a rd to the effect of one's

have a more profound impact upon the female than upon the male,
significant

to his

trends were noted concerning
with regard to parental

It was also apparent

relationships.

parental

one's spouse tends to be similar

It was evident that there is a sex difference

parental

were then

score as measured

It was found that with either adaptive or maladaptive

In addition,

to

and the two overall adaptive

to perceptual

for the two overall

or her own parents.

self / mother,

from the ICL For one hypothesis,

calculated

by The Locke-Wallace

of spouse / spouse,

correlations

No significant

to adaptive parental
characteristics,

relationrelations

a significant

ix

positive relationship
for the husband's

was found for the wife's father and mate (. 01) and also

father and mate (. 05).

With reference

to the perception

relati onships can be noted.
her mde as being similar
maladtptive

areas,

to her mother.

of the spouse,

For the female,

to her father in adaptive qualities;

As for the male,

his mate as being

similar to his mother in both adaptive and maladaptive

tends to perceive

herself

areas.

and parental

figures,

the female

to be like her mother and father equally in adaptive

9.F€!1lS;but in the maladaptive

her mother.

while for the

her mate as being similar

he tends to perceive

to self perception

significant

there is a tendency to perceive

the female tends to perceive

With relation

several

areas,

As for the male,

she perceives

herself

to be more like

he tends to see himself as being more similar

to his mother in adaptive qualities

and to his father in maladaptive

charac-

teristics.
As for perceptual
husbands have similar

agreement,

perceptual

the data disclose

accuracy,

qualities . On the other hand, it was revealed
po sitively related

to marital

pe rceptual accuracy

adjustment

of the maladaptive

appears that if one spouse is satisfied
to oe satisfied

that wives and

but especially

with adaptive

that perceptual

but specifically
characteristics.
(dissatisfied),

agreement

is

related to the
In addition,

it

the mate will also tend

(dissatisfied).

Other characteristic
from the plethora

trends

of data available

of interpersonal
and were discussed.

relations

were evident
(102 pages )

CHAPTER I
Introduction
In our culture,

the love relationship

seen as being eminently
needs of acceptance
indicators

satisfying

and the institution

conflicts

original

selection

and security.

Yet, in recent years,

of one's partner.

subsequent

influences

in parental

upon marital

background

as a child may have a direct relationship

Throughout

the literature,

the importance

acceptance

are prominent

themes relating

happiness.

(1938) suggests
discriminating
self-acceptance
marriage

In stressing

the following:
factors

and their

the individual has

with particular
marriage

of childhood background
to mate selection

the importance

needs
(Winch, 1952).
and self-

and ultimately

of these factors,

"Childhood background

to

Terman

is one of the most

for marital

happiness"

(p. 372).

may be a variable

intervening

in time between childhood and

which may make a difference
The task of unraveling

yielded several

relationships

c hoice were investigated.

which enter into the emotion of love, and consequently,

marital

society or in the

has focused upon the latter,

It has been found that the nature of so c ialization

undergone

One may wonder if

of today's

This research

dynamics

there have been

disharmony.

are due to the social stresses

in which the underlying

is

and as an approved way of fulfilling one's

suggest ing a rapid rise in marital

marital

of marriage

theories

He also adds that

in mate selection.

the question of who tends to marry whom has

with a substantial

amount of research.

Two

2

prominent

theories

are found repeatedly

throughout

The first theory is called Assortive
encompasses

the homogamy principle

Assorti ve mating suggests

piness

which states

are similar

the most support throughout
and partner

Mating Selection.

This theory

that "like attracts

that the chance of marital

the degree t:o which the partners
received

the literature.

success

to each other.

the literature

related

•

This theory has
to marital

hap-

characteristics.

that marital

one another because

11

is a function of

The second major theory is the Theor y of Complementarity.
theory suggests

like

This

harmon y is best achieved when opposites

two people with different

need patterns

attract

will lead to max-

imum need gratification.
A third major theor y , Stimulus- value-role,
(1970).

was suggested

by Murstein

This theor y is dealt with extensivel y in the r e view of the literature.
Combining the ideas behind the Theories

plementarity
relationships,
He proposes

and adding a special emphasis
Kirkpatrick

family bakcground.

upon the effects of previous

(1963) developed his own theory of marital

been created

and satisfied

He also contends

of aspirations

during their development

in previous

experiences

in another way, if past relationships

an individual will seek similar

choice.

in their

that an individual will seek fulfillment

which have been frustrated

To state his hypotheses

negative,

Mating and Com-

that an individual will seek the continued fulfillment

which have already

of aspirations

of Assortive

relationships;

the person will show a preference

and roles.

were positive,

while if past relationships
for dissimilar

relationships.

were

3

Silce this theory was proposed,
mhimal.

subsequent

research

in this area has been

Due to the few studies which have undertaken

thIDry which the present
Considering

th(Se aspects

marital

about how parental

choice and the implications

there is obviously a need for further

t.ogether .

it is this

will explore.

the need for information

iniuence an individual's
fo 1psychotherapists,

research

this area,

relationships

of this knowledge
research

tieing

4

CHAPTER II
Review of Literature
The task of unraveling

and identifying

to mtrital choice and marital
gene·al areas
(1)

heories

of research

adjustment

agreement

directly

(3 ) childhood

have dealt with parental

agre )ment between spouses,

and marital

adjustment:

background,

between spouses.

foca points of this research

related

There have been five

choice and marital

(2) r o mantic love,

, and (5) perceptual

aspects

is enormous.

dealing with marital

of mate selection,

(4) S)lf-concept

specific

The major

relationships,

perceptual

satisfaction.

The c:ries of Mate Selection
The interaction
concudes

in marriage

that marriage

partners

valu:s and to typifications

was in vestigated

still have strong commitments

of the institution

mar ·iage may not be changing

towards

of marriage.

a companionship

to particular

He emphasizes
aspect.

perceive

fillilg type of man-woman
is net changing,

relationships.

this question

amount of research.

focmed upon.

monogamous
Perhaps

marriage

sampled

as the most ful-

the emphasis

of marriage

but one may wonder in the first place who tends to marry whom.

The task of unraveling
stanial

traditional

that

Similarly,

Edw irds and Nick (1974) note that 70 % of a college student population
in treir research

He

by Wittich (1974).

has yielded several

In this research,

theories

with a sub-

three major theories

are

5

Assortive
mating,

mating selection.

encompasses

like" versus
principle,

the homogamy principle

opposites

attract

each other.

to each other.

to see if the chance of marital

This view was confirmed.

third party in the relationship,
related

to similar

stantiated

attitudes

by Burgess

functions

the evaluation

are attitudin-

When consulting

of marital

success

a

was directly

within the relation s hip . This view is also sub -

and Locke (1960} who suggest that the homogamy principle

both ps ychologicall y and sociologically.

When investigating
and the similarity

differen ces between stable and unstable

of personality

that the personality

tends to be more similar
unstable

which states that "like attracts

is a function of the degree to which the dating partners

ally similar

assorti ve

In support of the homogamous

Good and Good (1972} investigated

success

confirm

This theory of mate selection,

marriages

unhappiness

generally

tends to be related

et al. (1967) found that marital

to extreme

So it appears

tribute

to marital

differences

composite

that marriage

that similarity

happiness.

in husband

but he does not include how extreme

He notes that for social reasons,

time.

involved in the

of research

similarity

leads to increased

in temperment

the

which Vanden-

also tends to give support for psychological

He also suggests

(1967)

of spouses enjoying a stable marriage

Pickford

have to be. The extensive

between mates.

Cattell and Nesselroade

to each other than the personalities

structures,

berg (1972) reviewed

is favored.

structures

. In addition,

and wife personality
personalities

structures,

marriages

similarity

between spouses
similarity

and personalities

over

may con-

6

It is noted in the literature
of mate.

For instance,

which contribute
he discusses
economic

Hollingshead

to homogamous

are:

status,

education,

race,

tween husbands

married

several

residential

factors

mentioned

by Hollingshead.

elements
socioresearch

Both

that there is a similarity

of age

in age be-

in the United States.

mating by previous

by the rese a rch of Bowerman

factors

Additional

that the mean difference

and wives was 2. 7 years
of a.ssortive

cultural

propinquity,

and ethnic background.

In 1965, Rele reports

A high element

indicated

religion,

enter into a choice

A few of the cultural

mate selection.

(1950) and Rele (1965) indicate

between spouses.

factors

(1950) outlines

age, civil status,

has also dealt with the cultural
Hollingshead

that cultural

(1952).

marital

status

is

He points out that people not

before tend to marr y each o ther while divorced

people tend to marry

each other.
Another cultural
and Burgess
indicate

factor,

faith, was explored

and Wallin (1953) with regard

that there is a high degree

tendency to marry

persons

Propinquity

spouses

(1950)

Their results

mating with regard

to peoples'

of their own faith.

is another

element

for a temporary
that the average

which enters
(1) geographical

In the first place to meet an individual,

Clark (1961) indicate

to mate selection.

of assortive

factor is made up of two components:

part of the country

by Hollingshead

persons

period

and the place where they were married

choice.

This

and (2) neighborhood .

must at least live in the same

of time.

distance

into marital

A study of Spuhler and

between birth places for
vary from 40 miles in 1.960

7

to 110 miles in 1950.
a difference

In addition,

in distance

the neighborhood,
this relationship

for only 10 miles existed.

mainly refelcts

the socioeconomic

in what residential

homogamy in education which especially

mate selection.

indicates

Although racial

of the United States,

Marriages
Assortive

of research

lead to homogamous

He also notes that when ethnic differences

are

a larger

intermarriage

these records

that the majority

difference

becomes even more ap-

data is not collected

are kept in Hawaii.

on the mainland

Morton,

Chin, and

and found evidence to support the previous

do tend to be within the same ethnic class.
mating was found to exist for physical

which supports

homogamy with regard

lowing characteristics:

height, weight,

and physical

attractiveness.

between themselves.

traits.

to height,

The majority
hair color,

and

but a more recent study by Burgess

and Wallin (1974) give support to homogamous

to prize similarities

after high school.

are

eye color was done in the early 1900's,

complexion,

Thus,

of marriages

Ming (1967) analyzed these records
views.

status of the individual

that ethnic backgrounds

great enough to be called racial,
parent.

(1950) indicate that

It was also found that there was

increases

Kennedy (1944) concludes

within the same ethnic group.

homogamy for

area a person will grow up.

element was very apparent.

The literature

of the sample,

In discussing

Katz and Hill (1958) and Hollingshead

because it determines
an homogamous

they found that for one-third

mating with regard

state of health,

to the fol-

blonde or brunette

They also note that spouses

seem

8

Besides
questioned
plethora

the physical

traits,

as an homogamous
of personality

component

tests,

Burgess

(1972 and 1973), and Murstein
psychological
scales

6 (Pa),

mating.

feelings,

in spouses.

in nature:

With the use of a

and Wallin (1944), Barton and Cattell

For instance,

cognitive

introversion

Barton and Cattell

between spouses.
agreed

in mate selection.

were also

extent 8(Sc) reveal positive

orientation,

His results

are as follows:

between themselves

(b) expe c ted perceived

assortive

similarity:

Looking at a different

the real and perceived

similarities

(a) actual perceived

spouses were accurate

there was remarkable

and (c) accuracy
agreement

to be

inferiority

about each others personality

about how they are viewed by each other,
view of oneself:

hypersensitivity,

just to name a few.

(1972) investigated

of

Hill found that on the MMPI

and Wallin (1944) found the following characteristics

and social

spouses

characteristics

(1972) indicate a high degree of similarity

7 (Pt), and to a lesser

Burgess

homogamous

angle,

traits

psychological

similarity:
attributes,

in their expectations
of perceiving

on how the person

spouse's

thought

he (she) was rated and how he (she) was actuall y rated by the other spouse.
The research

of Murstein

only values but also interpersonal
selection.

He suggests

(1972) strongly
styles

that individual

values and that an individual

Troll (1969) also investigated
of college

styles

of interaction

is mimicked

the similarities
students

the view that not

enter into an homogamous

is apt to feel most comfortable

when his (her) own style of interaction

alit y characteristics

supports

reveal

mate
a person's

in a relationship

by his (her) partner .

of values along with the person-

and their parents.

He concludes

that

9

t1at values are more 13imilar than personality
giown between married

couples than between parents

Some additional

aspects

entering

brought to light by King (1974).
t,

persons

Vith another element of homogamous

as their mates,

the idea that persons

mate selection

that self-actualized

mate selection

resemblance

and their children.

into homogamous

He concludes

choose other self-actualized

Vilcox (1974) confirm

traits with a greater

are

people tend

regardless

of sex.

in mind, Castro and

tend to marry

others of the same

l:irth order as themselves.
Other noted authorities
,greed with the principle
d marital

choice.

in the field of mate selection

For instance,

similar

Centers

rather

different

(1972) agrees

personality

called "Compensatory

rostulates

that a person will tend to be attracted

hdividual

he (she) perceives

le proposes

(1963,

and socially

dynamic in interpersonal

valued abilities

attraction".

to and to fall in love with an

twist to the theory of mate selection.

that an individual tends to seek continued fulfillment
and satisfied

that a person especially

ions which have been frustrated
Theory of complementarity.
heory of complementary

He

to be at least better endowed than he (she) is.

1967) adds another

vhich have been created
ilso suggests

that an individual is

from his (her) own, but he adds another

lypothesis

lirkpatrick

have

of homogamy but have gone on to add their own views

Lkely to pick someone with a similar
md attributes

research

of desires

during prior family experiences.
tends to seek the fulfillment

in prior experiences

of aspira-

and roles.

Robert F. Winch's (1952,

needs of mate selection,

He

1958,

1964)

which is heterogamous

in
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nature,

is the second theory of mate selection

to be discussed.

Winch points

out the following basis for his theory as follows:
It seems almost self evident that similarity of interests
and attitudes would provide spouses with more gratification than
would differences.
Hence, it would seem that mate selection
should follow a principle of homogamy. On the other hand, the
complementariness
of motivation (e.g., dominance in one
and submissiveness
in the other spouse, nurturance in the one
and receptivity in the other), would maximize gratification at
the motivational level and hence, on that level of such need,
mate selection should follow a principle of complementariness.
(p. 10)

Winch attempts

to interpret

the studies which support the homogamy

principle . He belie ves that homogam y answers
likely to meet but heterogamy

more adequately

the question of who we are
deals with the aspects

falling in love.

Winch goes on to add that there are a set of variables

race,

social class,

religion,

dency, income,

broad occupational

age, level of education,

sense will determine

groupings,

intellectual

of
such as

location of resi-

capacity etc. which in a

who one is apt to meet and associate

with.

Winch sug-

gests that this merely defines for each of us a field of eligible spouse candidates from where it's likely that a spouse will be chosen.
selection

not as a random process

two principles:

(1) preferential

mates and (2) marriage
the field of eligibles.

mating:

arrangement:

promise

composed of the following

define and delimit the field of eligible
the process

From this field of eligibles,

person who gives the greatest
need gratification.

but as a process

He views mate

of providing

of choosing a mate within
each individual

seeks a

him or her with maximum

He contends that two people with different

need patterns
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will lead to maximum
mentary

need gratification.

need patterns:

He goes on to point out two comple-

(1) difference

in intensity

to dominate and little need to dominate)

and (2) difference

the intensity

held constant

(strong dependency

With further

investigation,

Winch identified

based on the two basic dimensions

but of identical

needs (need

in kind of need with

and a strong need to care).
four types of complementariness

of nurturant-recepti

vity and dominance-

submissiveness.
The research
mentary

needs.

and independent

His data suggest
tend to marry

neurotic-depreciation
same factors

of Roos (1956) investigated

Winch (1952, 1955), Winch,
also lend support
results

indicate

men high on anxious succorance.
Ktsanes,

cates that using a need interview
support

sions:

For example,

(1955)

in marital

Their

choice.

a spouse unlike himself

to either

Winch's

theory,

and extroversion,

complementary

of

(her-

the selection

(1955) research

indi-

method with the spouse

needs but that the case history

study of Gray (1949) classified
(1) introversion

(1954), and Ktsanes

and a final conference

the theory of complementary

used did not lend support
Another

and Ktsanes

The research

makeup and that this tendency far exceeds
(herself).

and

He also notes that women high on the

that an indi victual tends to select

of a mate like himself

oriented

women who are high in submissiveness

to the theory of complementarity

self) in total emotional

and comple-

that men who are high achievement

characteristics.

tend to marry

mate selection

and the TAT

or assorti.ve.

couples on the following three dimen(2) thinking and feeling,

and
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(3) intuition and sensation.

He found that the spouses tend to differ on the

dime nsions in ways that lead them to complement
Looking at the complementary
et al. (1975) propose
patho logy.

need theory in a different

a theory of complementarity

He suggests

that partners

Winc 1's direct need gratification.

In support of this theory,

and aggressive

miss ve and masochistic.
ry om who craves
for a~ress

ive dominance.

person will tend to marry

detached will tend to mar-

(3) A couple may be engaged in continuous
(4) A helpless

supportive

mate.

one ci the major causes

(5) A person who vacillates

that he or she is afraid of.
of marital

moti ,ated choice of mates.
mateselection

pres01t.

Raths suggests

stunted by conflicts

ma tewith expectations
The individual

ma teor to show that he can tolerate

between un-

Along the same line,
for the very

He adds that this may be

that the source of unsatisfactory

behavior.
with parents

He points out that a child
may grow up to seek a

that this individual will resolve
may marry

between

conflict because of this unconsciously

may lie in past parental

who B emotionally

rivalry

and dependent individual will tend

needs for affection and giving support and help.

in a marriage

(1956)

someone who is sub-

Rath r et al. (1974) notes that often a person shows a preference
situaion

than

Mittelmann

self [sser tion and dependency will marry a person who vacillates
satisied

rather

spouse relationships:

(2) One who is emotionally

affection.

to mffry an endlessly

in neurotic

light, Byong

with regard to psycho-

engage in mutual defenses

foun d five types of comp lementariness
(1) P dominant

each other.

the childhood anxieties

in order to change behaviors
them.

of his or her

It should be pointed out that a
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a multitude

of research

ciples of mate selection

has dealt with both assortive
related

and complementary

to psychopathology,

but this aspect

prin-

is not

dealt with in length in this review.
The implications
regard

to marital

of the ideas suggested

unhappiness

and marital

by Byong and Raths with

counseling

(1958) also sees the importance

of this relationship.

of marital

tension and conflict:

(1) intrapsychic

(2) history

of the relationship

the spouses.

are enormous.

He notes two sources
conflict in both spouses

and changes in need patterns

Winch also states

Winch

and

for one or both of

that:

Complementary
need theory sensitizes us to look for the
efforts of the individual to achieve gratification
for each
side of his conflict ridden nature and to understand the
interpersonal
conflicts which characteristically
emerge
from such a relationship.
(pp. 294-295)
Winch adds that a counselor

should ascertain

the meaning of each spouse to one another.
the relationship
happiness.

He believes

al problems,
probably

should be curvilinear

In addition,

with respect

that highly complementary

along with the least complementary

of each mate and

Winch postulates

to heterogamy
couples
couples,

by Pickford

couples

could be in the middle.

et al. (1967) who believes

differences

that

and marital

might have emotionas this group would

not take enough time to get to know each other fully.

that the happiest

extreme

need patterns

He suggests

This view is also sustained

that marital

unhappiness

is related

to

in husband and wife personalities.

A twist in the complementary
(1962) when they proposed

the "filter

theory is added by Kerckhoff
theory".

and Davis

Their theory suggests

that in
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the first stages of courtship,
logical compatability
true.

general

dating partners,

and then (3) complementary
last filter selects

is valued more than psycho-

while in the advanced stages of courtship,

Kerckhoff and Davis propose

all possible

similarity

Stimulus-value-role
and the most current

is

the following stages of mate selection:

(1) social background
filter which

for a certain

the reverse

filter,

(2) concensus

then leads to possible

degree of complementariness

theory of marital

filter,

spouses.

The

of needs.

choice . The third major theory

is called Stimulus-Value-Role.

Murstein

(1970) defines

his theory as follows:
The first (stimulus) stage consists of value satisfaction obtained
by visual, auditor y , and non-interactional
means. The second
(value) stage consists of values appreciated through verbal interaction, and the third (role) stage involves the ability of the couple
to function in mutually assigned roles.
(p . 465)
As a basis for his theory,

he suggests

wife has most at stake in the marriage,
perceptions

compatability

the husband is most powerful,

are more important

is more important

eses for each of the three stages.

sought.

(a) the
and the

on the part of the wife of her husband are of most importance,

(b) in troperceptions

perception

the following points:

of the prospective
He concludes

than interperceptions,

than similarity.
He suggests

partner

Murstein

and (c) role
also offers hypoth-

that in the first stage,

will determine

the

if further contact is

that:

As a result of "bargaining,"
premarital couples will show greater
than chance similarity with respect to physical attractiveness,
(p. 468)
whether objectivity or subjectivity measured.
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With regard

to the second stage,

value,

he suggests

that:

Individuals considering marriage tend to show greater than
chance similarity with regard to their hierarchy of values
entering marriage.
(p. 469)
Within the third stage,
and these factors
"fit,"

ilar or opposite

elements

are suggested

are broken into three broad categories:

(b) personal
The first

several

adequacy
cateogry

(a) perceived

role

and (c) sexual compatability.

deals with whether

of the self.

by Murstein

Murstein

the partner

is perceived

as sim-

concludes:

Couples with high self acceptance (HSA) view their partners as
significantl y more similar to themselves than couples with low
self acceptance (LSA). (p. 471)
Couples who show good courtship progress were able to make
more accurate predi c tions of the partner's
self and ideal-self
at the beginning of the stud y (6 mo. earlier) than were poor
courtship progress couples.
(p. 472)
Couples who make good courtship progress showed greater
compatability
between their conception of ideal-spouse
and
their perception of the partner than couples making poor
(p. 472)
courtship progress.
Perceived compatability
as derived from intraperceptions
(perceptions stemming from the same person) is significantly greater
than compatability
as derived from inter perceptions
(perceptions
(p. 472)
stemming from both members of the couples).
Several
with personal

conclusions
adequacy.

are drawn from the second category
The results

which deals

are as follows:

Individuals tend to choose partners whose level of self acceptance is similar to their own. (p. 473)
Individuals tend to choose partners
is similar to their own. (p. 473)

whose level of neuroticism
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Individual are more likely to make good courtship progress
when they are going with a partner of comparable neuroticism
than when they are courting a person with a dissimilar
degree
of neuroticism.
(p. 474)
High self acceptance individuals are more likely to perceive
their partners as approaching their concept of ideal-spouse
(p. 474)
than are low self acceptance individuals.

to sexual compatability

With reference
following hypotheses

are ascertained

, being the third category,

the

by Murstein:

Couples going together exhibit a greater
of sexual drive level.
(p. 475)

than chance similarity

Couples in which the male sex-drive is high will show less rolecompatabilit y and less courtship progress than couples in which
the male sex-drive
is low. Women making good courtship
progress will, however, manifest a higher average orgasm(p. 475)
rate than poor courtship progress women.
Men with high sex-drives
are signifi cantl y less accurate
in their estimate of how their partners perceive them and
how their partners perceive themselves,
than low sex-drive
men. (p. 476)
Courtship progress
is impaired more by neuroticism
man than by neuroticism
in the woman.
(p. 476)

in the

Mustein

role in courtship

than a woman.

concludes
In addition,

progress

are able to predict

courtship

progress

girlfriend's

that a man plays a more important
Murstein

found that men with good courtship

their girlfriend's

ideal-selves

men, but are not significantly

better

than poor

better at predicting

their

self-concept.

Murstein

indicates

that the SVR theory is still tenable.

the theory does offer some hypotheses

for the question

It seems

of variables

that

affecting
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mate selection
is absolutely
of Marital
Romantic

though.

Murstein

necessary

to further

factors

the Stimulus-Value-Role

courtship

transcendent

and marital

in marital

for marriage

importance

relations.

Romantic

love is prevalent

Rubin (1970) went further
love:

upon marital

(1) affiliative

of exclusiveness

conditions

to romantic

(1971).

related

(b) obstacles
oneself,

preventing

needs,

favorably,

1970).

evident in
to help,

; Adding to this list,
by Kremen

of this very love,

four

and Kremen

of the beloved,

(c) discontent

with

to the beloved all enter into the generation
in romantic

love.

well taken since Dion and Dion (1975) found that persons

and more trust

(Reich,

(2) predisposition

knowledge or ignorance

often seen as elements

could be described

adjustment.

characteristics

love were ascertained

and (d) values attributed

of idealizations

and marriage

three specific

the securing

for marriage.

choice and marital

and absorption

They found that (a) partial

to be a pre-

which has dealt with these issues

and dependent

and (3) orientation

precondition

in courtship

to isolate

Euro-

to be one of the selective

choice as it is often just assumed

or as a most desirable

of love and the implications

in contemporary

It appears

This review has focused upon the research

romantic

Theory

Love

operating

requisite

validate

that future research

Choice.

Love has assumed
American

does emphasize

as: (a) expressing

toward the romantic

attitudes
partner,

This point seems
with low self-esteem

of greater
(b) evaluating

and (c) showing less trait congruency

love, greater

liking,

the partners

more

between ratings

of ideal self
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and their romantic
self-esteem

expectations.

substantiated

research,

This data may suggest that an individual with low

could be more vulnerable

need fulfillment
further

partner.

to romantic

The aspect of idealism

by Bach and Wyden (1970).

they propose

love partially

that each intimate

because of

in romantic

love was

Through their experience

enters

courtship

with three images:

you, me, and we, and that often these images are biased and distorted.
this partial

ignorance

of the beloved is carried

ment and pain are the natural

consequences.

into their marriage,

that romantic

of the relationship.

deals with the detrimental
based on scientific
Crosby (1973) states
the partners
personal

courtship

fighters

love may inhibit the objectivity

It should be noted that a lot of literature

consequences

conclusions

of romantic

but on the expression

that when romantic

are very often ill-equipped

conflict situations

that maturity

disillusion-

level

the better off they will be."

Thus, it appears
reality

When

Bach and Wyden (p. 194) note

that "the sooner fights begin, the more realistically
with each other,

and

and
which

love in marriage
of the author's

is not
values.

love is a foundation for marriage,
to cope with the reality

and the constant intimacy.

of inter-

Crosby goes on to add

is needed to be able to see through the illusions

of romantic

love.
In supporting

this position,

Albert (1973) contends the following:

As a basis for choosing a marriage partner, romantic love has
proved a miserable failure.
Heretical though it may seem to
some, a way needs desperately to be found to overthrow the
influence of romance on the mate selection scene.
(p. 29)
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In this view, he suggests
and fulfilling in a marriage
arouse

Lasswell

He believes

that as a primary

love should be abandoned.

(1971) who says that romanticism

a successful

marriage

which

element in mate

This view is also sustained

should definitely

by

cool down because

may be best a c hieved by ma r r ying at a later age in life

when one is suppos edly more mature.
many authors

which are most comforting

have little or nothing to do with the qualities

feelings of r omance.

selection , romantic

that the qualities

Thu s, in reviewing

seem to feel that romantic

to select what some consider

the literature,

love may m ask the objectivity

an appropriate

partner

needed

for marriage.

In dis c ussing r omantic love , one might wonder at this point which of
the sexes is most pr one to develop feelings of romantic
The previous
females

research

love in a relationship.

of Dion and Dion (1973) and Kephart (1967) indicate that

tend to be less idealistic

in a ttitudes toward romantic

love than males.

Kanin and Scheck (1972) argue that males are more likely to develop love feelings
earlier

in a relationship,

emotional

or euphoric

but that females are more likely to experience
dimensions

of romantic

Dion (1975) also support the idea that females
ality of romantic

love more than males.

the degree of personal

involvement

that there are little differences

involved relationship,
females were clearly

divergent
evident.

In addition,

tend to experience

But with further

in the relationship,

in romantic

males who do not expect to marry

love.

idealism

His results

the emotionint.o

(1974) indicates

between males and fe-

for at least four months.
paths for romantic

Dion and

investigation

Fenger

the

idealism

When in a more
for males and

suggest that when involved,

males
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are more likely to be romantic
proximity
line,

of marriage

on romantic

in a relationship

(1968) also investigated

idealism.

Thus,

characterized

Driscall,

They conclude

Davis,

there seems

highly correlated

with trust and acceptance

lead to the deterioration

romantic

changes

in relationships

that feelings

of love became
developed

through

of the couple.
of the relationship

t.o intensify

the feelings

This parental

interference

as the partners

became

of romantic
tended t.o
more critical

This may suggest again that

love may be a poor basis for marriage.

in a partner

Vandenborg

t.o heightened

objectivity

as involvement

have been investigated

by researchers.

(1972), Coombs and Kenkel (1966), Parsons

and Henze (1969) indicate
partner

for both

in romanticism

as the relationship

and their level of trust decreased.

In relation
aspects

of realism

involvement

t.o note that they found a tendency for

in a love relationship

love between the members

of one another

Their data suggest

it was interesting

interference

that heightened

attitudes

(1972) also investigated

involvement.

parental

the effects of heightened

by the two sexes in the less involved relationship.

and Lipetz

In addition,

that the

Along the same

t.o be a decrease

due to heightened

time.

for females.

tends t.o bring about increased

males and females.
previously

Fenger also postulates

may foster objectivity

Knox and Sporskowski

involvement

than females.

with respect

increases,

The studies

desired

characteristics.

found that there is a male tendency for romantic

of

(1959), and Hudson

that women have higher aspirations

to more socially

desired

for a dating
Again, it was

love on a first acquaintance
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along with beauty being weighed more heavily than psychological
attributes

of the partner.

Although the research
evident with respect
appears

and social

offers some conflicting

to sex differences

views,

and romantic

love.

a few trends are
In summar y , it

that the male is more prone to develop feelings of romantic

initially,

but as the relationship

becomes evident,

develops,

especiall y with regard

objectivity

may be related

especially

with desirable

more objectivity
to the female.

to contemporar y sex-role
characteristics,

gave higher overall
that females
partners.

ratings

to contemporary
to platonic

rated the romantic
Based on the female's

the romantic

partner

he suggests

in the partnership

This change in female

patterns.

A partner,

ma y be valued more by the female.

In conjunction with this view, Black (1974) suggests
tion may in fact be related

love

sex roles.

and romantic

partners

that interpersonal

attrac-

He found that females

partners

than males,

significantl y higher than platonic

higher ratings for a partner

and especially

that the female may value a partner

more

than a male.
Background

Variables

In discussing
(1967) suggests

background

and

variables

some of the factors entering

affecting mate selection,
into marital

Albert

adjustment.

Many elements inherently destructive to marital adjustment have
been identified in the areas of childhood experience,
early sex
information,
courtship duration, age at the time of marriage,
pre-marital
sex, motivation for marriage,
and such personal
qualities as conventionality,
sociability,
self-respect
and temperment, in-law relationships,
similarities
in values, and
attitudes and backgrounds.
(p. 44}
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Throughout
self-acceptance
to marital

the literature,

are prominent

themes relating

In stressing

happiness.

(1938) suggests

the importance

the following:

of childhood background

to mate selection

the importance

and ultimately

of these factors,

"Childhood background

and

Terman

is one of the most dis-

criminating

factors

for marital

happiness"

(p. 372).

acceptance

may be the variable

intervening

in time between childhood and mar-

riage which may make a difference

in mate selection.

Krich and Blum (1970) believe that marriage
worth if a person enters

He also suggests

that self-

Along the same line,

can add to one's feelings of self-

it feeling worth loving in the first

place.

But he adds

that the love of a husband or a wife cannot make up for the love the individual
failed to get as a child.
Research
the ultimate

has confirmed

poor selection

1973; Bowers,

childhood,
a suitable

marriage

indicates

achieve status,

marriage
personal

1973; Frommer
1973).

parental

& Gillian,

Their findings sug-

absence in an individual's

and thus, will lead to greater

marital

may often represent

and to escape personal

will satisfy their basic needs,
(Crosby , 1973).

to

and self-

may constitute

People may expect tha t

being both psychological

The research

disharmon y .

an opportunity

self-criticism

this idea, Winch (1958) adds that marriage

of meeting some need or lack in the person.

in nature

childhood and

childhood may hinder one's attempt to choose

that marriage

significance,

Paralleling

a promise

partner

of a traumatic

1971; and Crosby,

mother experience,

and a conflict-ridden

The literature

hate.

of a mate (Menaker,

1974; Symonds,

gest that an insecure

the relationship

and inter-

of Elder (1972) indicates
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that a curvilinear
v ariables

function exists between the timing to the first marriage

such as emotional

parental

authority,

who married

relations

in social status

desire

than their peers.

and satisfied

aspect,

Kirk-

To state his hypothesis

were negative

of

during their develop-

He also contends that indi victuals will seek

of aspirat ions which have been frustrated

experiences

but were lower

that an indi victual will seek the continued fulfillment

in previous

experiences

another wa y , if the past experiences

an indi victual will tend to seek similar

positive,

He found that the individuals

Looking at this in a different

ment in their family background.

and roles.

to

of age tended to be higher in emotionality

which have alread y been created

fulfillment

resistance

for social status during adolescence

(1963) postulates

aspirations

with the father,

and social status with peers.

before they were 20 years

and had a stronger

patrick

distant

and

were

experiences;

while if past

the person will show a preference

for dissimilar

experiences.
In view of the myth that marriage
met in previous

famil y relationships

is able to fulfill needs which were not

and past experiences,

Peele and Brodsky

(1974, 1975) seem to feel that love can almost be an addiction.
that some forms of love may mask a retreat
can be more destructive
postulate
individuals

than prevalent

that within this retreat
to structure

They contend

from the world and potentially

drugs on the market.

They further

from the world there is a need for other

their lives.

as the authors

feel that this alienation

nate personal

growth and development.

This may be one of the damaging effects
from

other relationships

tends to stag-
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Thus, it is apparent
effect upon satisfactory
vious familial

life concepts.
perpetuating

Research

His results

indicate

comparison

among the respondents

to be reinforced

dition,

marital

tions.

This finding is also substantiated

by family

toward marriage

adjustment

women with traumatic

members

to rework the human constellations

(Crandall,

Overall,

that marital
spectrum

complaints

disorder

lationship

of marital

complaints

ap-

In ad-

among the three genera-

families.

of each spouse's

etiologies:

and (2) a more specific familiar
spectrum

stable

He believes

that

to recreate

and

Marriage

can

deprived

style

Henry, and Woodward (1974) conclude

have two primary

found that with the depressive

(b) leisure,

and social expectations.

of their original

in

were relatively

may be seeking in marriage

the structures

In addition,

are affective

by Bowers (1974).

become a means of preserving

towards basic

These attitudes

was found to be very similar

backgrounds

Armstrong

(a) marriage,

of each of the three generations.

peared

1973).

of attitudes

that three generations

Attitudes

that pre-

mate selection.

in four key family life areas:

and (d) parents.

may have a definite

has also indicated

may affect one's ultimate

the intergenerational

attitudes

(c) friends,

mate selection.

generations

(1974) investigated

that childhood experiences

(1) a broad depressive
behavior patterning.

characteristics

held constant,

to family history of parental

marital

They
the re-

discord

was verified.
Along with the effects of background
ships upon mate selection,
specific

parental

research

figures influencing

variables

and parental

relation-

has also focused on the relationship
marital

choice.

In reviewing

of

the literature
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with regard to this aspect,
to repeat in a marriage
also suggests

the relationship

that parental

mate selection
Similarly,

Aron (1974) postulates

relationship

that both men and women seek

that they had with their mother.
variables

play an important

role in

and should be looked at more closely in mate selection

Erich (1972) found that for both sexes,

the mother figure was significantly

associated

research.

sexual identification

with marital

He

with

satisfaction.

With

another point of view, Tharp (1963) seems to feel that girls tend to marry
one like their father and that boys tend to marry

someone like their mother.

On the other hand, Luckey (1959) found that husbands in satisfactory
tend to identify with their fathers
less satisfied

with their marriages.

that congruence
associated

marriages

more than those men wro were

In addition,

his results

also indicated

of the wife's concept of her father and husband was po :,itively

with marital

With regard
Kirkpatrick

significantly

some-

satisfaction.

to in-law compatability

(1963) concludes

and prior family experiences,

the following:

A husband will better adjust to the wife's mother (father) if she (he)
resembles his beloved mother (father) or if she (he) is the opposite
of a disliked mother (father).
(p. 473)
Self Concept and Perceptual
Research

indicates

back to the male's

appraisal

Agreement

that a difference

Barol indicates

on romantic

in mate selection

of himself as he believes

Ki.esler and Baro! (1970) investigated
attractiveness

Between Spouses

behavior.

he is valued by others.

the effects of self-esteem
The conclusion

that males with high self-esteem

can be traced

and physical

drawn by Kiesler

and

engage in more attempts

to
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contact females

who were more attractive

males with low self-esteem.
to the type of person

Thus,

while the reverse

it appears

is true for the

that self-esteem

may be related

an indi victual would even try to contact to initiate

a relation-

ship.
The relationship

of self-acceptance,

piness has been studied,
is related

to marital

relation

self-feelings

satisfaction,

satisfaction,

to marital

satisfaction

communication

In addition,

his results

and
of self

marriage

indicate

Matteson

(1974)

was less satisfying
than for parents

that the adolescents

and
with

of the

also had difficulty with effective communication.

an impact upon the younger generation

to the satisfaction

and self-disclosure

or each others

that the spouse which had high self acceptance
more satisfied

but also that it may have

of the family.

In one study (Webb, 1972) self-acceptance

(HSD) are significantly

Crosby

while a curvilinearity

and self-acceptance,

that self concept does affect the marriage

spouse was related

In addition,

Looking at the relationship

with low self-esteem,

with low self-esteem

It appears

(p. 50).

between the spouses was less faciliative

high self-esteem.
parents

that "self concept of the lover

satisfaction,

exists at low levels of marital

found that for parents

hap-

McCohen (1973) found that there exists a

at high levels of marital

With regard

and marital

are basic to individual happiness

and family happiness.

concept and marital
linear

Winch (1958) believes

to the kind of mate he or she selects"

(1973) adds that positive
ultimately

mate selection,

marital

needs.

of ea c h
He found

(HSA) and high self disclosure

in their marriages

than the partner s
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who vere characterized
clos re (LSD).

by having low self-acceptance

From his research,

Webb concludes

(LSA) and low self-disthe following:

Marital needs bilaterally high, mixed, (LSA/HSA and LSD/HSD)
and HSA/LSA and HSD/LSD) and bilaterally low spouses (LSA/
LSA and LSD/LSD) in self acceptance and self disclosure were
respectively
most moderate and least satisfied"
(p. 432)
The research
of mrital

adjustment

happness

is related

psyc .ological

of Eastman

(1958) also lends support

and self acceptance " According
to self acceptance,

status of both partners.

tancrnf others

is probably

Luckey (1960a,

marital

of others,

and to the

He also goes on to note that the accep ·to the wives while the psychological

to the husband.

diffe :ence may be due to the contemporary
Simil1rly,

to Eastman,

to the acceptance

most important

statu , would be most valuable

for the association

One might speculate

sex roles assigned

1960b) notes that marital

success

that the

to the partners.
depends on the

congruency between the husband's

self concept and his concept of the ideal

husbmd along with the congruency

between the wife's perceptions

band md her father.

this suggests

Once again,

ceptims and identifications
sustaned

by the research

folloving aspects
ceptios

to marital

of Murstein

of marital

of one's mate:

related

(a) general

(b) self acceptance

maritll adjustment,

(c) the accuracy

correlated

with marital

satisfaction,

as related

similarity

maritll adjustment,

signifcantly

a role differentiation

and Beck (1972).

satisfaction

They distinguish

is significantly

in predicting

in per-

This view is also

to self acceptance

is significantly

adjustment,

of her hus-

the partners

and per-

correlated

correlated

the

with

with
response

(d) the accuracy

is

of the wife's
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perceptions

of her husband is more closely

than when the wife is the perceptual
ceptions
related

are husband oriented,
with marital

investigating
satisfaction,
correct

His results

perceptions

the part of the wife's
that an accurate
marital

satisfaction.

mate is related

indicate

perceptions

covered

that with happy marital
of themselves

cated that husbands
on specific

tool of communication

curacy
Marital

in perception,
dissatisfaction

ment between mates.
'1djustment

perceptions

Another

was Mangus (1957).

but especiall y on

love is not
(1952) dis-

existed

their results

between
also indi-

and their mates

Looking at perceptual
Taylor

accuracy

researcher
His results

as a

(1965) found the following:

adjustment

to a negative

to

of one's

that "lasting

rate themselves

with the perception

is related

to the

of each other have less difficulty

(2) Marital

especially

is related

Mudd, and Froscher

In addition,

and wives consistently

relationships,

and marital

a high correlation

and their partners.

(1) Couples with similar
interpersonal

partners,

between spouses,

when

self concept was highly related

Peltz,

traits.

cor-

Dymond (1953) also found

Dymond suggests

Preston,

personality

results

to feel that a high understanding

to a happy marriage.

Along the same line,

similarly

needs for both partners,

of the spouse's

He seemed

satisfaction

of her husband.

the per-

is significantly

needs of spouses

that marital

adjustment

Thus,

Smith (1972) found similar

of dependency

blind".

ratings

target in the relationship:

of dependency

prediction

with marital

and (e) role compatability

adjustment.

the perceptions

associated

is related

of perceptual
indicated

to empathic

of the husband,

attitude

in

and (3)

about perceptual
agreement

ac-

agree-

and marital

that discrepancies

in
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reciprocal

role descriptions

of spouses

was related

The wife may view her husband differently
husband may expect the wife to possess
perceives

to a maladaptive

that he perceives

qualities

or that she actually possesses.

himself

very different

negative

in a unhappy marital

partner

of a maladaptive

the other by exhibiting
Perceptual
(1973).

rate the mate,

relationship.

marriage

marital

agreement

The introverted

to be associated

·mhappy marriages.
differently

they found that one
for the problems

of

with introversion

of marriage

similarity

sive,

more extreme

descrip-

tendency for extroverted

between self and spouse.
with happy and
saw their mates

in a happy marriage.

t, be more skeptical,

persons

and extrover-

of the mate's

Luckey (1964, 1964) found that spouses

found the unsatisfied

of him.

of their mate's

were found to be associated

than spouses

self descrip-

prediction

were better predictors

with assuming

light by Linder

the mate's

his mate's

He also found a significant

in an unhappy marriage

and to possess

at predicting

were better predictors

persons

of themselves.

at predicting

was associated

persons

tion, while the extroverted

Other qualities

In addition,

was looked at from a different

Linder found that this pattern

persons

few prob-

the mate comes out more

usually compensates

He found that one mate is better

predictions

satis-

few problems.

tion while the other mate is better

sion o

from those he

They found that when a husband and wife rate themselves,

lems are shown, but when spouses

or the

Elizur and Klein (1974) emphasize

that it is best to see how each spouse rates the mate to assess
faction.

marriage.

distrustful,

or intense qualities.

She

blunt, aggres-

On the other hand,
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more moderate

qualities

were attributed

to the more satisfied

in marital

These spouses tended to see their mates as responsible,

tionship.
cooperative,

and conventional.

was married,

dissatisfied
negatively

related

personality

tended to be seen

characteristics

This was found to be true for both satisfied

in the mate.

marriages.

generous,

Luckey (1966) did find that the longer the couple

the less favorable

more frequently

rela-·

Thus, she found that overall

to the number of years married

marital

and

satisfaction

but positively

related

was
to

the number of years of schooling.
Summary
This review was concerned
love, an individual's

with theories

past experiences,

of marital

self concept,

choice,

and perceptual

romantic
agreement

between spouses.
Three main theories

of mate selection

were discussed.

assorti ve mating was given the most support in the literature.
contends that like attracts
marital

happiness.

plementarity.
attract

each other.

was proposed

cussed in the review.
the support of further
Perspectives
selection

was Winch's theory of com-

that because of optimal need gratification,

The third and most recent theory,

by Murstein.

This theory

like and this, in turn, leads to a higher degree of

The second theory discussed

He believes

The theory of

Many hypotheses

opposites

Stimulus-Value-Role,

making up this theory are dis-

It is noted that this theory is still quite tenable and needs
resear'ch.
were given on the influences

of a satisfactory

mate.

of romantic

love and the

Romantic love was shown to be a very poor
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basis for selecting

a marriage

partner.

In addition,

is more prone to develop feelings

the male initially
involvement

heightens,

objectivity

the female.

The association

it was also indicated

of romantic

tends to increase,

of contemporary

sex-role

especially
patterns

that

love but as
on the part of
and romantic

love were also discussed.
The role of one's past experiences
plored.

Throughout

effects of traumatic
tion and marital
Finally,

the literature,

influencing

marital

choice was ex-

support was drawn for the detrimental

childhood backgrounds

and low self-esteem

on mate selec-

happiness.
in reviewing

ment between spouses

the literature

is related

to marital

out that it is often more important

it was found that perceptual

satisfaction.

for accuracy

agree-

It was also pointed

on the part of the wife per-

ceiving the husband.
With all the research
explain mate selection,
specific

aspects

directly

and the theories

it is evident

related

which have been proposed

that the task of unraveling

to marital

choice is enormous.

to

and identifying
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CHAPTER III
Objectives
it appears

In light of the review of literature,
ground,

especially

factor influencing
tual agreement
marital

marital

to parental

relationships,

choice and ultimately

is a most important
happiness.

to marital

Percep-

between spouses is another element which may play a role in

adjustment

emphasized

with regard

that a childhood back-

and harmony within the relationship

the importance

of these areas

in marital

. Several authors have
satisfaction,

yet compar-

atively little resea r ch has been done with regard

to these issues .

purpose of this study to investigate

in more detail than has been

those results

It is the

done previously .
Therefore,
1.

the objectives

of this stud y are:

To see if an adaptive interpersonal

leads to a choice of a mate who is similar
2.

To see if a maladaptive

4.

To see if a maladaptive

relationship

relationship

To see how accurately

with one's father

to one's father.

interpersonal

relationship

mother leads to a choice of a mate who is dissimilar
5.

with one's mother

to one's mother.

interpersonal

leads to a choice of a mate who is dissimilar

with one's father

to one's father .

To see if an adaptive interpersonal

leads to a choice of a mate who is similar
3.

relationship

with one's

to one's mother.

a mate is able to perceive

the spouse.
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6.

marital

To see if perceptual

agreement

between spouses is related

to

satisfaction.
For the research

have the appropriate

measuring

and The Locke-Wallace
The development

objectives

to be met, it is of course necessary

instruments.

The Interpersonal

Short Marital Adjustment

and description

to

Check List

Scale were used in this study .

of the scales are given in the methodology

section.
Corresponding

to the stated objectives,

the following null hypotheses

are drawn:
1.

responses
the overall

There will be no significant
for the spouse's

correlations

father and spouse's

adaptive response

scores

in scores

mate.

for adaptive

(The correlations

for

and each of .the ICL scales were exam-

ined.)
2.
responses
the overall
3.

There will be no significant
for the spouse's

correlations

mother and spouse's

adaptive response

in scores

mate.

for the adaptive

(The correlations

for

score and each of the ICL scales were examined.)

There will be no significant

tive responses

for the spouse's

for the overall

maladaptive

correlations

father and spouse's

response

in scores
mate.

for the maladap-

(The correlations

score and each of the ICL scales were

examined.)
4.
responses

There will be no significant
for the spouse's

correlations

mother and spouse's

in scores

mate.

for maladaptive

(The correlations

for
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the overall

maladaptive

response

score and each of the ICL scales were

examined.)
5.
agreement
6.

There will be no significant
of the mate as measured

by the areas

There will be no significant

between spouses and marital

correlations

adjustment.

were calculated

These scores

respective

adjustment

marital

Short Marital Adjustment

in perceptual

(Discrepancy

scores

of the husband's

for the overall adaptive and overall

gories of the ICL.

were then correlated

score as measured

Scale.)

perceptual

of the ICL.

correlations

the wife's wife's actual score; perception
score)

in the spouse's

agreement
(perception

husband's

of

actual

maladaptive

with his or her

by The Locke-Wallace

cate-
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CHAPTER IV
Methodology
SampL
The sample of this study consisted
both o the partners
or sprng quarter

were attending Utah State University
of 1976.

There were two limitations

couple; for the study sample.
years ,f marriage,

winter quarter
on the selection

It is noted in the literature

and/
of the

that with increased

there is a tendenc y to find a higher degree of similarity

betweE1 spouses o Therefore,
month~ or less.

of sixty couples of which one or

couples were chosen who had been married

Since the primary

facton believed to be related
the seond limitation

aim of the present

to mate selection

in the selection

24

study was to inves tigate

instead of complicating

of the couples was the presence

factors,
of no

childre1 in the relationship.
Descriptive
Tablesl,

sociological

characteristics

of the sample are indicated on

2, 3, 4, and 5.

Design
This research
of pare1ts to current

was a correlational
mate relations

study investigating

along with perceptual

the relationships

agreement

and mar-

ital adj1stment.
Proced1re
The sample

uate le'8l courses

was drawn from approximately
from a variety of colleges

45 undergraduate

at Utah State University.

and gradThe
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Table 1
Student/Nons tu dent Status
Female

Male

Student

36

52

Nonstudent

24

8

Table 2
Education
Female

Male

10

4

1

7

5

2

12

8

3

9

13

4

19

20

M.S.

3

9

Ph.D.

0

1

High school
College (yrs. )

37
Table 3
Age
Age

Female

Male

19

4

3

20

17

4

21

13

5

22

11

9

23

9

15

24

2

9

25

2

7

26

1

4

27

0

3

28

0

0

29

1

0

30

0

0

35

0

1
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Table 4
Number
Months

Number

of Months

Married

per Couple

Months

Number

1 or less

5

13

0

2

4

14

2

3

1

15

5

4

3

16

1

5

4

17

0

6

4

18

2

7

8

19

2

8

3

20

0

9

4

21

2

10

4

22

1

11

2

23

3

12

0

24

0
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Table 5
Religion Affiliation
Religion

Female

Protestant

Male

9

9

32

33

Roman Catholic

5

5

Jewish

0

0

None

10

10

Other

4

3

LDS

researcher

visited the courses

to give a brief description

state who was eligible to participate

and what was to be expected of each of the

couples . Spouses were asked to volunteer
or arrangements
necessity

were made for partial

for both of the partners

through the class was instructed
for both mates to complete

their time for the research

credit for the course.

to complete the forms,

project

Because of the

the spouse contacted

to take the two forms and two envelopes

independently

of each other.

to return the forms in the envelopes to the researcher
the class.

of the stud y and to

home

They were instructed
at the next meeting of
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One month after their respective
couJles were randomly selected

initial testing session,

to retake

Ad jIBtment Scale for the test-retest

The Locke-Wallace

10 of the 60
Short Marital

reliability.

Ana :ysis after Data Instructions
To test hypotheses
eactof

1 through 5, the following analysis

the 16 individual diagnostic

and he two overall

categories

adaptive and maladaptive

the CL, the following correlations
self/mother,

spou;e's father.

These factors

Pea1Son Product

Moment correlations

To test hypothesis
actml score and perception
calcllated

for the overall

The 1.iscrepancy

self/father,

response

scores

obtained from

self / spouse , perceptions

self/spouse's

mother,

and self/

were used to set up intercorrelational

matrices.

were used .

6, discrepanc y s c ores (perception
of husband / husband's
adaptive and maladaptive

scores were then correlated

mari:al adjustment

(8 adaptive and 8 maladaptive)

were computed:

of srouse/spouse,

was used . For

score as measured

of wife / wife's

ac tual score) were
categories

on the !CL.

with his or her respective

by The Locke-Wallace

Short Marital

Adju:tment Scale.
Data and Instrumentation
Each of the 120 individuals
inclu ded instructions
by a brief demographic
Lock e-Wallace

for correctly

was given a brief letter of introduction
completing

questionnaire,

the forms.

The Interpersonal

Short Marital Adjustment

Scale.

which

This was followed
Check List,

The demographic

and The

questionnaire
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consisted

of the following items:

religious

affiliation,

The Interpersonal

level of education,

for the assessment

(marriage

The ICL consists
of diagnosis .
adaptive

and maladaptive

are:

(3) critical

- sadistic,

(2) multilevel

responses.
aspects

This system

clinical

diagnosis

of .

of an individual,

and (4) research.

levels,

For the purpose

of this research,

of each of the eight major categories

- autocratic,

(4) skeptical

levels

there a re eight

The eight major interpersonal

(1) managerial

(6) docile -· dependent,

sponsible

which are con-

of 128 items which yields eight interpersonal

will be looked at separately.

tic,

with the aspects

For each of the eight interpersonal

categories

by Leary (1950) is used

to other individuals.

evaluation),

and eight maladaptive

the adaptive

and occupation.

has been found to be useful in four major areas:

of group dynamics,

(3) family diagnosis

especially

relationships

&.ssessment

(1) analysis

student or nonstudent,

Check List (IC L) developed

of personality,

with a person's

interpersonal

of months married,

Check List

The Interpersonal

cerned

age, sex, number

(2) competitive

- distrustful,

(7) conventional

diagnostic
- narcissistic,

(5) self-effacing

- over-conventional,

- masochisand (8) re-

- hypernormal.

The characteristics
of the eight diagnostic

descriptive

categories

sonal System of Personality

of the adaptive

suggested

(p. 2) are:

and maladaptive

aspects

by Leary (1956) in The Interper-
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Scale

Adaptive Description
Likes responsibility,
good leader, forceful, able to give
orders, well thought of, often admired, respected by
others.
Likes to compete with others, able to take care of self,
businesslike,
self-reliant and assertive,
self confident,
independent, self-respecting.
Straight forward and direct, can be frank and honest, can be
strict if necessary,
stern but fair, firm but just.
Can complain if necessary,
skeptical, resents being bossed,
able to doubt others, hard to impress.
Able to criticize self, can be obedient, modest.
Grateful, appreciative,
trusting , eager to please.
Cooperative , friendly, warm, sociable, understanding,
affectionate.
Considerate,
helpful, unselfish, kind and reassuring,
encourages others, gives freely of self.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Maladaptive Description
Manages others, dominating, bossy, acts important, always
gives advice, expects everyone to admire him.
Cold and unfeeling, egotistical, selfish, snobbish, shrewd
and calculating.
Hard headed, cruel and unkind, outspoken, often unfriendly,
impatient, sarcastic,
frequently angry.
Complaining, resentful, stubborn, distrusts everybody,
slow to forgive a wrong, bitter, jealous.
timid, passive,
Always ashamed of self, self-punishing,
unaggressive,
obeys too willingly.
Dependent, wants to be led, likes to be taken care of, lets
others make decisions, will believe anyone.
Agrees with and loves everyone, friendly all the time.
Spoils people with kindness, tries to comfort everyone,
forgives anything, to lenient with others, overprotective.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The ICL is set up on a multilevel
sub :ect describe
of hs family.

basis so that it is possible

himself on a variety of dimensions
Because of this aspect,

mul ;ilevel assessment
hirruelf or herself,

along with other members

this test is most propitious

needed in this research.

to have the

for the

Each spouse is to describe

the mate, and his or her own father and mother.
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Reliability.
werebased
inter 1al.

Test-retest

reliability

correlations

derived by wary

on a sample of 77 obese females who were retested
The test-retest

correlations

after a 2-week

are as follows:
Correlation

Scale

Coefficient

1.

nanagerial/autocratic

. 76

2.

c,mpetiti ve/narcissistic

. 76

3.

C'itical/sadistic

. 81

4. S[eptical/distrustful

, 73

5.

stlf-effacing/masochistic

. 78

6.

d,c ile/ de pendent

. 83

7.

cin ven tional/ over-conventional

. 75

8.

nsponsible/hypernormal

. 80
. 78

a1erage
Thesf octant reliability

coefficients

suggest that the ICL scores

stabilty and thus, can be very useful in personality
externi ve use of this instrument
efficimts,

(1956)

the reliability

assessment.

and the establishment

ascertained

from previous

have sufficient
Due to the

of good reliabilit y couse will be accepted for

this sudy.
Validity.

The task of validating

a ss es;ment is very complex.
or crieria

external

this multilevel

Comparisons

to the interpersonal

system of personality

within the interpersonal

systems

could be used.

systems
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A study presented

Prrsonality

compared

the self on the ICL.

by Leary (1956) in The Interpersonal

several

clinical or criteria

Their results

Synpt.omatic
Goups

groups as they described

are as follows:
Octant
Summaries

Number of Subjects in Each
of the Octants
1

System of

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1278

3456

P~chotic

6

4

2

1

1

7

1

4

15

i1

Ne.irotic

7

3

7

8

15

11

10

6

26

41

Ncrmal control

3

4

7

3

2

2

9

11

27

14

Ul:er

14

6

10

3

1

1

1

6

27

15

Hy:>ertensi ve

16

6

2

0

0

3

6

16

44

5

(p. 74)

Byusing Chi Square,

significant

differences

were determined

between these

gr,ups.
ps :chotic/neurotic

x2

= 2. 71

p

• 10

no·mal controls/neurotic

x2

= 7.45

p

= 0 01

hy1ertensive/neurotic

x2

= 30.74

p

= . 001

ulcer/neurotic

x2

= 6. 71

p

= . 01

hy1ertensi ve/ulcer

x

= 80 58

P

= . 01

Assignificant
rerards

differences

to the description

were found t.o exist between clinical groups with
of the self,

cai be used to test for perceptions
of he self.

2

Leary suggests

of family members

that the same method
and other dimensions
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The Kaiser
,ariability

Foundation of Research

data of a variety of samples

h The Interpersonal
':'he Locke-Wallace

(Leary,

Short Marital Adjustment

Vallace Short Marital

tme.

using the ICL.

System of Personality

The questionnaire

represents

has studied the interpersonal

used to assess

Adjustment

the accommodation

This data is provided

1956).

Scale

marital

adjustment

1959.

The marital

was The Lockeadjustment

scale

of a husband and a wife to each other at a given

The score range possible
To test reliability

Scale,

and

consists

of 2 through 158.

and validity of the marital

adjustment

scale,

Locke

a1d Wallace (1959) used a sample of 118 husbands and 118 wives.

The hus-

rnnds and wives were not related

236 marri-

a{es.
~ite

so the sample really represents

The sample was predominately
collar and professional,

d>minately childless
narriage

aijustment

coefficient

by the Spearman

score for the well-adjusted

fcr the maladjusted
a1 the critical

comput:ed by the split half

Brown Formula was . 90.

The mean

group was 135. 9, while the mean score

group was only 71. 7.

The difference

was highly significant

ratio was 17. 5. Thus, 96% of the well adjusted group achieved

scores of 100 or more while only 1 7% of the maladjusted
a<just:ed scores

The mean length of

for the husbands and 5.3 years for the wives.

The reliability

t(chnique and corrected

Prot:estant,

and an urban group . The couples wen~ pre-

except for a few having one child.

was 5. 6 years

Reliability.

young, native white, educated,

of 100 or higher.

group achieved
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To further
the test-retest

test the reliability

method was used.

of this instrument

Ten couples were randomly selected

asked to retake The Locke-Wallace

Short Marital

ately one month after their initial respective
Spearman Rank Correlation,

using the study sample,

the reliability

Adjustment

testing session.
coefficient

and then

Scale approximUsing the

obtained for the wives

was . 75 and for the husbands was . 72.
Validity.
adjustment
persons

The figures quoted previously

test clearly

in marriage.

what it purports

differentiates

indicate that the short marital

between well adjusted and maladjusted

It is evident that the test has validity since it measures

to measure,

that is marital

adjustment.
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CHAPTER V
Results
The purpose
rrmte selection,

and marital

The results
:st:parately.

of this study was to investigate

by examining

Due to the large number

of coefficients

for comment,

only the coefficients

Ih.ypotheses or those which indicate
lfu:-ther study refer
m .i.trices

(Tables

H.)pothesis

major trends

to the end of this chapter
10 through

Number

adaptive

re jected.

response

score

adaptive

scales

applicable

to the specific

will be discussed.

correlations

For

tables of

The data disclose

mate.

relationship.

coefficients

for the wife's perceptions

for adaptive

The correlations

thlit significant

positive

Therefore,

that there is a sex difference

adaptive

ceptions than for the husband's

in scores

and each of the ICL scales

of the ICL.

fa ther-mate

perceptions.

in the correla-

for the complete

father and spouse's

The data in Table 6 indicate
exist for certain

available

1

for the spouse's

t he overall

each of the six hypotheses

28).

There will be no significant
responses

relationships,

adjustment.

will be discussed

irnal matrices

parental

perceptions

were examined.
relationships

do

the hypothesis

is

with regard

to the

There are more positive
of her father

for

significant

and the mate's

self per-

of his father and the mate's

self
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Table 6
Relationships

of One's Father and Mate Regarding
Wife's Perception
of Father and
Mate's Self
Percept ion

Scale

Adaptive Qualities

Husband's Perception
of Father and Mate's
Self Perception

1. managerial/autocratic

.40 **

.26 *

:2. competitive / na rcissistic

.42 **

.33 **

:3. critica l/ sadistic

. 38 **

. 06

.27 *

- . 01

4.

skeptical / distrustful

5 . self-effacing

/ m a sochistic

16. docile / dependent
'7.

conventional/ over-conventional

8 . responsible

/ hypernormal

Overall
(di= 58: *· 05 = . 273

The results

.11

. 08

.47 **

. 23

. 29 *

.27 *

.52 **

.37 **

. 33 *

. 18

**. 01 = . 354)

that a female may choose a mate similar

in the following adaptive areas as defined by the ICL:
tive, critical,
ve:itional.

docile,

responsible,

managerial,

competi-

extent skeptical

and con-

On the other hand, the male is likely to choose a mate similar

his father in the following ICL areas:
lesser

and to a lesser

to her father

extent managerial

competitive,

and conventional.

responsible,

and to a

to
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Hypot hsis Number 2
There will be no significant
respo I3es for the spouse's

correlations

mother and spouse's

th e OV(rall adaptive response

in scores
mate.

for adaptive

The correlations

for

score and each of the ICL scales were

exami 1ed.
are shown in Table 7. It is evident that significant

The results
positi'8 relationships

exist for certain

hypotrusis is therefore

rejected.

wit h rigards to males and females

adaptive scales on the ICL.

Again, there appears

The

to be a sex difference

related to their relationship

with their

mothe i and then to choice of mate.

Table 7
Jelationships

of One's Mother and Mate Regarding

Scale

Adaptive Qualities

Wife's Perception
of Mother and
Mate's Self
Perception

Husband's Perception
of Mother and Mate's
Self Perception

1.

mruage rial / autocratic

.39**

.39 **

2.

conpetitive / narcissistic

.27

.30*

3.

cr iical/ sadistic

.34*

.19

4.

sk q:>tical/ distrustful

. 18

-.01

.11

-.03

5. se l'-effacing/masochi

stic

29*

6. docile/de pendent

.37 **

7. co rventional/ over-conventional

. 23

. 05

8. re .ponsible/hypernormal

.14

.12

Ovirall
df = 58 *. 05 = . 273

.46 **

. 03

**· 01 = . 354
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Evidence indicates

that the female tends to choose a mate similar

her no,ther in the following ICL personality
docie,

and in general overall

a diferent

trend is noted.

areas:

critical,

adaptive characteristics.

managerial,

As for the husband,

He will tend to choose a mate similar

motler in the (ICL) characteristics

of competitive

and docile,

to his

but especially

withre ,gard to managerial.
Hyp<the sis Number 3
There will be no significant
respmses

for the spouse's

the cverall maladaptive

correlations

father and spouse's

response

in scores
mate.

for maladaptive

The correlations

for

score and each of the ICL scales were

ex anined.
Referring

to Table 8, one can see that significant

shipi for the maladaptive
matE do exist.

generally similar

narcissistic,

For the male,
to his father's

rega.d to the ICL characteristics

relation-

father and spouse's

is rejected.

of her father but with particular

as autocratic,

exte 1t hypernormal.

positive

that a female will choose a mate to be similar

qualities

charteteristics

for the spouse's

Thus, the hypothesis

It appears

malroaptive

responses

in the

regard to such ICL

hypernormal,

and to a lesser

there is a tendency to select a mate

maladaptive

qualities

of hypernormal

to

but specifically

and autocratic.

with
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Table 8
1elationships

of One's Father and Mate Regarding
Wife's Perception
of Father and
Mate's Self
Perception

Scale

Maladaptive

Husband's Perception
of Father and Mate's
Self Perception

1.

mmagerial/autocratic

.46**

.32 *

2.

conpetitive/narcissistic

.66**

. 20

3.

crtical/sadistic

.26

.19

4.

Sk,ptical/distrustful

.20

. 13

5.

sef-effacing/masochistic

6.

-.05

-.07

do1.ile/dependent

.20

.18

7.

co1ventional/ over-conventional

.33*

. 13

8.

re iponsible/hype

.42**

.36**

.40**

.28*

rnormal

Ov~rall
df = 5E: *.05 = .273;

Qualities

**.01 = .354

Hypotresis Number 4
There will be no significant
resporses

for the spouse's

the ovtrall maladaptive
examiled.

correlations

mother and spouse's

response

in scores
mate.

for maladaptive

The correlations

score and each of the ICL scales were

for
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Looking at Table 9, it is apparent
sh ps exist for maladaptive
:rrmte.

Therefore,

the hypothesis

A female's
chtracteristics
hY)ernormal;

responses

that significant

for the spouse's

relation-

mother and spouse's

is rejected.

mate and mother tends to be similar

as defined by the ICL: narcissistic,
while for the husband's

terdency for likeness

positive

on the following

over-conventional,

mate and mother,

and

there will be a

on being hypernormal.

Table 9
Relationships

of One's Mother and Mate Regarding
Wife's Perception
of Mother and
Mate's Self
Perception

Scale

Maladaptive

Husband's Perception
of Mother and Mate's
Self Perception

1. managerial/autocratic

. 23

.11

2. competitive/narcissistic

.30*

• 26

3. critical/sadistic

. 03

. 08

-.05

4. skeptical/distrustful

-.10

03

-.03

6. docile/dependent

. 07

-.01

7. conventionaliover-conventional

.41**

.18

8. responsible/hypernormal

.49**

.38 **

5. self-effacing/masochistic

.10

Overall
df

=

58: *.05=.273;

**. 01 = . 354

Qualities

-.07
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H~pothesis Number 5
There will be no significant
agreement of the mate as measured
SC)res of (1) the perception

in the spouse I s perceptual

correlations

by the areas of the ICL.

Discrepancy

of the wife and the wife's actual score and (2) the

pa-ception of the husband and the husband I s actual score were calculated
to measure

perceptual

agreement.

As indicated in Table 28, the data suggests
te1d to have similar

perceptual

accuracy

that husbands and wives

with regard to adaptive qualities

ea~h other (. 54) while this was also found to be true for perceptual
f01 maladaptive

qualities

(. 31).

For wives,

pe~ceive both adaptive and maladaptive
Tlus, the hypothesis

of

agreement

there is a tendency for them to

qualities

of their husbands

(. 37).

is rejected.

Hy;>0thesis Number 6
There will be no significant
beTWeen spouses

and marital

correlations

adjustment.

in perceptual

Discrepancy

thE wive versus wife's actual score and perception
hu sband's actual score) were calculated
maladaptive

categories

his or her respective

of the ICL.
marital

adjustment

Wallace Short Marital Adjustment
The results

lowing tendencies

adjustment.

were found:

of

adaptive and overall

were then correlated

score as measured

with

by The Locke-

Scale.

indicate that perceptual

sat tsfaction and marital

(perception

of the husband versus

for the overall

These scores

scores

agreement

agreement

This hypothesis

(1) if one partner

is related
is rejected.

to marital
The fol-

is happy, the spouse will also
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tend tcbe happy (. 42), (2) the higher the marital

happiness

better :he wife is able to perceive

the maladaptive

(-. 32), (3) the higher the marital

happiness

better 1e is able to perceive

the maladaptive

qualities

the

of her husband
for the male the

of his wife (-. 38), and

the maladaptive

qualities

of his

the wife tends to be (-. 28).

Refer to Table 28 for coefficients
marita

qualities

or adjustment

(4) the better the husband is able to perceive
wife, tie more satisfied

for the male,

related

to perceptual

agreement

satisfaction.

Othe r ~indings
Adaptive
correttion

characteristics

coefficients

For the female,

to how she perceives

simila i to how she perceives
th e mae as being similar
ce ive ler mother

Refer to Table 18 for the

used in this section.

evi dent from the data.
herself similar

on the ICL.

Other significant

there is a tendency to:

her mate (, 85),

her father

to her father

(, 74) and mother

were fmnd to be significant

for the male:

perc epion of his mate (. 76) and mother
simil a1 to his mother

(. 81), and (3) perceive

(. 67),

herself
(3) perceive

(, 66), and (4) per-

The following tendencies

(1) perceive

(. 70),

are

(1) perceive

(2) perceive

(, 67) and mother

and father as being alike (. 77),

trends

himself

(2) perceive

his mother

similar

to his

his mate as being

and father as being

s imil a1 (, 57).
Mala daptive characteristics

on the ICL.

fr om tle data on Table 27 are as follows:
mate a1 be ing similar

to herself

Other tendencies

for the wife; she perceives

(. 84) and her mother

indicated
her

(. 78) and she perceives
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her parents

as being similar

saf as being similar

(. 56), and for the husband;

he perceives

him-

to his mate (. 81), then his father (. 80), and finally,

m>ther (. 73), he perceives

his mate as being similar

thm his fathe1· (. 68), and he tends to perceive
al.ke (. 61). Additional data on maladaptive
T2bles 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

to his mother

both of his parents

relationships

(. 74) and

as being

is available

his

on
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Table 10
Adaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale !- - Manageria l/ Autocratic

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Self

Husband's Perception of
Mate
Mother
Father

. 64 **

.5 8**

.44 **. 51 **

. 39 **

.26

.61 **

.52 **

.53 ** .20

. 20

.34 *

.52 **

. 39 **. 30

.29 *

.33 *

. 40 **· 40 **

.3 3 *

. 29 *

Nife

Self

. 64 **

Mate
Mother
Father
Iusband
Self

.39 ** .3 8**

Mate

. 62 **

Mother

.34 *
.51 **
. 55 **

Father
cf = • 58: *. 05 = • 273;

**.01 = .354

Tabl e 11
Adaptive:
Wife's
Self Mate

Scale 2--Competitiv
Perception
Mother

e/ Na rcissistic

of
Father

Husb an d ' s Perception of
Self Mat e Mother
Father

. 51 **

.30 * .46 **

.30 *

.33 *

.48* *

.42 ** .17

.41* *

.42**

.42*

.27

. 05

. 33*

.17

.42*

. 18

.15

. 28*

Vife
.51 ** .51 **

Self

Mate

.50**

Mother
Father
Eu sband
Self

. 45 ** .45 **

Mate

.45 **

Mother

.59**
. 64* *

Father
d: = 58:

. 62 **

*· 05 = • 273;

**. 01 = • 354
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Table 12
Adaptive:
Self

Scale 3--Critical/Sadistic

Wife's Perception
Mate
Mother

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

.60**

. 5 7 **

. 23

. 25

.19

.06

.54**

.35 *

.17

.09

.16

.61 **

.34 *

. 13

.11

.13

.38**

. 27

.17

.13

Wife
Sel l

.72**

Mae

56**

Moher
Fat1er
Husbaid
Self

.48* * .50 **

.52 **

Mat

.62 **

.49 **

Motier

. 43**

Fat er
df

= .5 ~: *.05 = .273;

**.01

= .354
Table 13

Adaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 4--Skeptical/Distrustful

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Wife
Self

. 38**

Mat1

. 34 *

. 30 *

.42 **

.39 **

.28*

.09

. 01

.15

.53 **

.18

. 14

. 05

. 09

. 27

.07

. 03

.22

Motler
Fatrer

-. 05

.36** -.01

-.01

Husban l
Self

. 43* * .33 **

Mat£

. 43 **

Motler
Fath ~r
df = 58: *.05 = .273;

. 44 **
.22
.30*

**.01 = .354
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Table 14
Adaptive:

Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 5--Self-Effacing/Masochistic
of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

. 33*

.41*

.26

. 23

-.03

.08

.20

.52**

.48**

.01

.13

.14

.34

.11

.21

.16

.15

. 11

. 12

-.08

.18

Perception
Mother

Wfe
Self

.32*

Mate
Mother
Father
Ht."Sband
Self

.36**

Mate

.54* *

.38 **

.38**

. 25

Mother

.3G* *

Father
*. 05 = . 273;

df = 58:

**. 01 = . 354

Table 15
Adaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 6--Docile/Dependent
of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

.63**

.61 **

.50* * .13

.29*

. 23

.56**

.66 **

.49**

.16

. 23

. 29 *

. 75* *

.37 **

.08

.37**

.19

.47**

. 09

.31*

.35*

.67**

.Sl**

.53**

. 63**

.49**

Perception
Mother

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Wfe
Self

.72 **

Mate
Mother
Father
Huiband
3elf
\.fate
Vlother

.57**

f ather

df

= 58:

*.05

=

.273;

**.01

=

.354
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Table 16
Adaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 7--Conventional/Over-Conventional
Perception
Mother

of
Father

Self

Husband's
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

. 53 **

.59 **

. 33 *

.34 *

. 05

. 27

.36**

. 53 **

.45 ** .34 *

. 01

. 25

.6 8**

. 23

. 25

.11

.16

. 29*

. 22

-.0 4

w'ife
Self

. 72 **

Mate
Mother
Father

.30 *

Husband
Self

. 72 **

Mate

.50 **

.3 8**

.59 **

.38 **

Mother

. 29 *

Father

If = 58: *· 05 = . 273;

**· 01 = • 354

Adaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Table 17
Scale 8--Responsible
Perception
Mother

/ Hypernormal

of
Father

Self

Husband's
Mate

Perception
Mother

. 59 **

.49 ** .35 *

.67 *

.51 **

.31 *

. 45 **

.14

.37 ** .08

of
Father

Vife
Self

.67 ** .34 *

Mate

.32 *

Mother
Father

.52 ** .37 **

.12

.37 **

.33 *

. 37 **
.16

.35 *

.32*

.58**

. 61 **

.46**

.59 **

Iusband
Self

.54**

Mate
Mother
Father
cf= 58 : *.05 = .273;

. 61 **
**. 01 = . 354
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Table 18
Total Adaptive
Self

Wife's
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

. 67**

.67* *

.34*

.16

. 03

.18

. 66 **

. 74 **

.34 *

.12

. 05

.17

. 77**

. 46**

.40**

. 22

.10

. 33 *

. 27

.13

.15

.76**

.70**

.54**

. 81 **

.57**

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Wife
Self
Mate
Mother
Father

. 85 **

Husband
Self
Mate
Mother
Father

. 69**
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Table 19
Maladaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 1--Managerial/

Perception
Mother

Autocratic

Husband's
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

of
Father

Self

. 67 **

. 55**

.31 *

.43*

.11

.32*

.34*

.67**

. 55**

. 60**

.31*

.48**

.48**

. 23

. 33*

. 08

.08

.46* * . 55**

.30 *

.46* *

.51**

.46**

. 65**

. 61 **

.42 **

Wi~
,elf

.61**

\fa te
\1other
?ather
Hmband
Self
11:ate

.37 **

Mother
?ather
df = 58: *.05 = .273;

**. 01 = . 354

Table 20
Maladaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 2--Competitive/Narcissistic
Perception
Mother

Husband's
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

of
Father

Self

. 75**

• 45**

. 33*

.39*

. 26

.20

• 67**

. 88**

.66**

.52**

.36**

.58**

. 61 **

.30*

.32*

.33*

. 27

.66**

. 57**

. 29*

.50**

. 53**

.46**

. 81 **

.39**

. 25

Wiff
&lf

.59**

Nate
Nother
Father
Hus band
S:!lf
lVate
lVother
Flther
d.f ==38: *· 05 = . 273;

.41**
**.Ol = .354
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Table 21
Maladaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 3--Critical/Sadistic

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Self

Husband's
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

.62 **

.12

.33*

.10

. 08

.19

.37**

. 24

.49**

.16

.30 *

.40**

. 22

.03

-.02

. 26

.25

. 04

.42 **

.55**

.52**

. 63**

.40**

.40**

Wife
Self

.46**

Mate
Mother
Father

-.03

.02

Husband
Self
Mate

.22*

Mother
Father
df = 58: *.05

=

.273;

**.01-

.354

Table 22
Maladaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 4--Skeptical/Distrustful

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

.38*

.01

.32 *

.36* * . 24

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Wife
Self

.49 ** .34*

Mate

. 22

Mother

.46 **

Father

-.05
. 20

. 29 * -.10
. 22

.13
. 05

.11

-.09

-.23

. 24

-.04

.08

Hu sband
Self

.33 *

Mate
Mother
Father
df = 58: *· 05 = • 273;

.33 *

.60 **

. 25

.34*
. 75**

**· 01 = . 354
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Table 23
Maladaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 5--Self-Effacing/Masochistic

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

.46**

.17

. 05

.46** -. 03

-.07

.35*

.30*

.32*

.10

-.04

-.05

.14

. 03

.20

.08

.12

.14

-.05

. 03

Wfe
Self

.38**

Mate
Mother
Father

-.05

Htsband
Self

.29*

Mate

. 53**

.13

. 43**

.15

Mother

.42**

Father
df = 58: *.05 ==.273;

**. 01 = . 354

Table 24
Maladaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 6--Docile/Dependent

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Self

.51**

. 46**

. 19

.50**

.42**

.22

-.03

.15

.07

.11

. 06

. 20

. 09

-. 19

Husband's
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Wife
Self

.55**

Mate
Mother
Father

.38** -.01
-.04

.18
. 03
-.04
. 02

Hmband
Self

. 01

Mate
Mother
Father
df::: 58: *.05 = .273;

. 40**

.52**

. 29*

.18

.38**
**.01 = .354
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Table 25
Maladaptive:
Self

Wife's
Mate

Scale 7--Conventiona
Perception
Mother

l/ Over-Conventional

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

.81 **

. 4 9**

. 34 *

. 75 **

.61 **
. 60 **

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Wife
Self

. 78 **

Mate
Mother
Father

.24

.1 8

.13

.39 ** .21

.28 *

. 26

.41 ** .22

.32 *

. 22

. 33 *

. 26

.32 *

.30 *

Jusband
Self

.54 ** . 80 **

. 63 **

. 67 **

.44 **

Mate

. 53 **

Mother
Father
df = 58: *.05 = .273 ; **. 01 = . 354

Table 26
Maladaptive:

Scale 8--R e sponsible / Hypernormal

Wife's Perception
Self Mate
Mother

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

Wife
Self

. 63 ** .79 **

. 56 **

. 50 ** . 48 **

. 38 **

.36 **

.57 **

.66 **

.29 *

.29 *

.15

. 01

. 65 **

.49 **

.48 ** .34 *

.34 *

. 42**

. 38* * .41 **

.16

. 59**

.67 **

. 68 **

.45 **

. 65 **

Mate
Mother
Father
Husband
Self
Mate
Mother
Father
df = 58: *.05 = .273;

.50**
**.01 = .354
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Table 27
Total Maladaptive
Self

Wife's Perception
Mate
Mother

of
Father

Husband's
Self
Mate

Perception
Mother

of
Father

. 84**

. 77 **

.42**

.22

.17

-.07

.28 *

. 78**

.52**

.25

. 20

-. 01

.21

. 56**

.10

.01

-.07

.22

.40**

.33*

.23

.47* *

.81**

.73 **

. 80**

. 74 **

.68**

Wife
Sel:

Mo1her
Fat. er
Husba nd

l\{a1e

. 61 **

No1her
Father

Table 28
Perceptual

Agreement

Marital
Adjustment
Female
Male
Mar:tal
Adjmtment
F~male
Nale
Adap ;ive
Dis. Scores
Female
l\a le
Mal a:laptive
Dis. Scores
Female
lvale
df

.42**

= i8: *. 05 = . 273; **· 01 = . 354

and Marital

Adjustment

Adaptive
Discrepancy
Scores
Female
Male

Maladaptive
Discrepancy
Scores
Female
Male

-.16
-.08

-,05
-. 32*

-. 13
-.04

. 54 **

.37**
.16

-.28*
-,38**

. 05
.12

.31*
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CHAPTER VI
Discussion
The two major objectives
ceived adaptive and maladaptive
to mate selection
relationship

parental

and (2) perceptual

to marital

The results
(2) summary

of this study were to investigate
relationships

agreement

(1) per-

and their correlation

between spouses and its

adjustment.

will be discussed

and conclusions,

in terms

(3) limitations,

of (1) the hypotheses,
and (4) recommendations

for

future research.
The Hypotheses

parental

In examining the relationship

between one's choice of mate and

relations,

findings can be noted.

relationships

several

significant

with one's parents

roles in the female's

and especially

For overall

choice of mate concerning

such relationships
the perceived
females

adaptive qualities,

adaptive characteristics.

of one's father's

exist for the male and his choice of mate.

With regard to

the father is a prominent

One's mate will tend to be similar

maladaptive

The results

her mother than her
indicate that no

qualities,

however,

The

the results

maladaptive

and males.

that

the mother play significant

female will choose a mate to be more as she perceives
father.

It appears

figure for both

to one's perceptions

characteristics.

point out that parental

upon the female than the male in marital

figures have a greater

choice.

impact

This view is also supported
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bJ the research

of Murstein

and Glaudin (1966) using the ICL.

cllded that more significant
tl:e total involvement
tl:e male.

relationships

in a marriage

it is a vocation as well as a personal
Back (1974).

He suggests

were found for the female because

is much greater

They suggest that marriage

that marriage

may be more important

and especially

evident for the female than the male.

mile.

relationships

in this
role.

is more evident
for the male.

for the female and

more intensely

that more involvement

may lead to a greater

one col-

the mother are much more

the family structure

One might also speculate

re.ationships

may plan an important

than the

in one's parental

impact on one's own life.

Also, the

m other of the family is usually dealt with in long, enduring interactions
th e father is generally

related to in sporatic,

intense interactions.

to the children.

PErceptions such as these may lead towards the emphasis

of maladaptive

fenales.

being associated

while

The

faiher may be less known and may seem more threatening

chtracteristics

with the father figure for both males and

Yet, evidence showed that both sexes tended to choose a mate to

belike their father in maladaptive

by

for the

and their structure

is more characteristic

Tlis may also account for more significant
as she experienced

In addition,

Dependence training

fo· the female while autonomy training

her parents

more.

interactions

related to one's parents

Cbser ties with one's parents

role for the woman as

This idea is also substantiated

weman and that she tends to value her partner

scciety specifically

for the female than for

plays a greater
role.

le1gue could argue that interpersonal

They con-

characteristics.

It could be pointed out
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that identification

may play a role for the male.

wish for the continuation

of the father relationship

ment in a father / daughter relationship
easier

and less threatening

than to adjust to different

Also, the female may still
due to the lack in fulfill-

and the hope of fulfillment.

for the continuation
type of relationship

of a maladaptive
and take a risk.

drawn for the notion of the need to repeat in a marriage
teristics

of previous

Henry,

& Woodward,

may marry
can tolerate
marry

relationships
1974).

(Armstrong,

In addition,

to change behaviors

general familiar

Support is

maladaptive

charac-

1974; Crandall , 1973; Overall,

of his or her mate or to show that he (she)

in ord er to change behaviors

he (she) can tolerate

relationship

Raths et al. (1974) suggest that one

It also might be suggested

them.

It may be

that unconsciously

associated

with the father or to show that

them by doing this through the spouse.

behavior patterning

suggested

one may

in earlier

Instead of the

research,

the sug-

gestion is made that the effect of a parent figure on one's choice of mate may
relate to time duration,

intensity,

and identification

with the specific parental

figures.
In analyzing the data for perception
all tendency to perceive
father and especially
similarity

the mate as being similar

with oneself.

to one's own mother and

of the mate in both adaptive and maladaptive

happiness

with similarities

this idea are Preston,

Peltz,

there was an over-

It seems that there is a need for

Good (1972) found this to be quite true.
marital

of one's mate,

qualities.

They found that persons

between themselves.

Mudd, and Froscher

(1952).

Good and
associated

Also in support of
They concluded

(i9

frcm their research
thdr partners

that husbands and wives consistently

to be similar

on certain traits.

th ( happily ma r ried couples.
reated to the number of years
thf wish for identification

(similarity)

fran the very high correlation

Perhaps

security and the reassurance
sinilarity

(Luckey,

of marital

differences

tends to perceive

ad1:l)tive and maladaptive

mae's

1966), one could think that
as suggested

obtained in this study.

success.

This may

for

It might be added that

may be associated

become apparent

anc the mate (self description)

qualities,

is negatively

with the need and

of the mate into one's own family structure.

ar£ related to one's own perception

themale

true for

the individual wants and needs similarity

With regard to specific parental
int!resting

and

and one's inability to look at and take

of the mate to one's parents

wiih for acceptance

satisfaction

would be even greater

coefficients

pa :tially explain the lack of realism
no1e of differences.

This was especially

Since overall marital
married

rate themselves

no overall

pos.tive relationship

of the mate in relation

in relation

cep:ions as he perceives

to one's parents.

characteristics.

two
These

to one's parents
For instance,

to his mother in both

Yet, with regard to the adaptive

relationships

As for maladaptive

This trend is contrary

exist with either parent and his
characteristics,

a significant

of his father and his mate's
to the husband's

his mate being most similar

cep:ions and what is actually reality

choice,

in the findings of this study.

exists with his perceptions

pe:r:::eptions of herself.

and marital

his spouse to be similar

significant

self description.

figures

own per-

to his mother.

can be somewhat different.

So per-

As for the
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female, in adaptive characteristics

she tends to perceive

her mate to be

nost like her father while actually her mate tends to be more like her mother.
With regard to maladaptive
l:er perception

qualities,

she perceives

of her father which does hold true.

her mate to be more like
Aron (1974) points out

bat both men and women seek to repeat in their marriages
which they had with their mother.
and perceives

It is interesting

nlate

It must be pointed out that what one seeks

may not actually be what one gets.

s:ronger than one's perceptions

to parental

ftmales to perceive

One's desires

There is an overall

themselves

as being similar

of himself or herself

tendency for both males and
to their parents.

b~ noted that the tendency for spouses to view others similar
rray bias the perceptions
perceptions,

of the parental

figures.)

there are some sex differences

e:amining the adaptive characteristics,
ecually similar

may be

when love is involved.

to note how one's perceptions

figures.

the relationships

(It

to themselves

With regard to these self

which should be pointed out.

the female tends to see herself

to her mother and father while the male perceives

bdng more similar

to his mother.

tre female sees herself

As for the maladaptive

characteristics,

Because of these findings,

it is important

not only by sex but in terms

1mladaptive qualities.

Several studies have dealt with identification

t}')e of relationship

as

himself as

to look at identification

happiness

In

as being more like her mother while the male tends

to see himself more like his father.

mirital

should

(Erich,

1972; Luckey,

involved.

This raises

of both adaptive and
and

1959), yet they did not look at the

some questions

of differential
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identification

and choice of mate.

husband identifies

Concerning

there were no significant
choice and parents.

both parents
appears

While the wife identifies

she tends to choose a mate more like her father.

qualities,
marital

qualities,

relationships

Yet for the female,

qualities

of the parental

As for adaptive

she identifies

figures

it was found that partners

One might wonder if

be true for maladapti ve qualities

between spouses was not very high,

for adaptive qualities.

but to a lesser

who were skilled at perc eiving adaptive qualities
qualities

Concerning
significant
qualities

perceptual

trends are noted.

extent.

This was found to
In addition,

while this was not true for the males.
agreement

and marital

adjustment,

The better the male perceives

the husband's

the husband tends to be.
with adaptive qualities

females

tended to be good at per-

of the wife, the happier he and his wife tend to be.

the female perceives

teristics

of others.

tend to have about the same (females being a little

more accurat 6) degree of accuracy

ceiving maladaptive

it

are more associated

there is a ten den cy to just take for granted adaptive qualities
agreement

equally with

From this data,

choice than with adaptive characteristics.

Although perceptual

with the

for the male between

but chooses someone more like her father.

that maladaptive

with marital

the

more strongly with his father and chooses a mate more

simil a r to his father than his mother.
mother,

maladaptive

maladaptive

It is interesting

between spouses,

is more related to marital

characteristics,

several

the maladaptive
Also, the better
the happier

to note that there is better accuracy
yet accuracy

adjustment.

of maladaptive

charac-

Thus, it may be that a happy
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relationship

may be associated

the partner's

limitations,

with looking at and possibly

especially

accepting

on the part of the male.

However,

should be brought out that the focus is looking at the bad qualities.
of orientation

each of

upon the negative side may later lead to marital

it

This type

conflict.

People

are not oriented to look for strengths.
It should be pointed out, however,
not particularly

high, though it was associated

might wonder if the elements
ignorance
entering
accuracy

that perceptual

of romantic

with marital

between spouses.

This notion is supported

might be

yet lack of perceptual
by the research

Rubin (1970), Kreman and Kremen (1971) and Dion and Dion (1975).
can be very happy, yet really do not know one another very well.
Sporskowski

(1968) point out that heightened involvement

attitudes: of realism
agreement

into the relationship.

evident in the present

about their mate during marriage

suggests

that there should be more emphasis

spouse:

"Lasting

As the results

may be really
Burton (1973)

upon the people who get married
as well as knowing one's

(Dymond, 1953, p. 344).

show, many trends are evident for females

in adaptive and maladaptive

Knox and

brings greater

instead of before.

Self knowledge is important

love is not blind"

Couples

that spouses are not

It seems that spouses

learning

instead o f on marriage.

of

Due to the lack of perceptual

study, it appears

realistic ally looking at each other.

One

knowledge or

more favorably,

adjustment,

was

adjustment.

love, such as partial

of the beloved or evaluating the partner
in to account for the high marital

agreement

characteristics

with regard to parental

and males
relationships
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and choice of mate along with one's perceptions
oneself.

No specific overall trends are evident,

one to c onnect all these patterns

together.

or other keys related to this complicated
research

of one's mate,

is needed to investigate

however,

parents

which would allow

One might speculate
interpersonal

these significant

and

about another

process.

Further

trends further

to see if

in some way these areas could be tied together.
Summary and Conclusions

parental

The primary

purpose of this study was to investigate

relatjonships

and their correlation

purpose was to examine perceptual

perceived

to mate selection.

agreement

in relation

The secondary

to marital

adjust-·

ment.
Sixty couples,

with one or both partners

sity in Logan, Utah, participated
were administl:lred

to all individuals:

taining items regarding
education,

in the study.

attending Utah State UniverThe following instruments

a brief biographical

age, sex, student-non-student

number of months married,

Short Marital Adjustment

and religion;

Scale; and The Interpersonal

each person was to describe

himself

(herself),

questionnaire

status,

con-

occupation,

The Locke-Wallace
Check List in which

the mate,

mother,

and

father.
A number of hypotheses
relationships
and subsequent

with parents
marital

were made regarding

and their possible

happiness.

positive

relationships

and negative

to mate selec t ion
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To test the first five hypotheses,
self/spouse,

perception

spouse' s mother,

response

scores

of spouse;spouse,

and self/spouse's

individual diagnostic

categories

from the ICL.

for the two overall

categories

accuracy

Adjustment

were then correlated

score as measured

adaptive or maladaptive

by The

parental

one's spouse tends to be similar

In addition,

significant

is a sex difference

It was also apparent

relations.

discrepancy

Scale.

of the mate and self-perceptions

It was evident that there

parental

These scores

adjustment

(mother and / or father) relationships,

perceptions

adaptive and maladaptive

with one's mate were calculated

of the ICL.

It waH found that with either

his or her own parents.

self/

father with regard to each of the 16

marital

Short Marital

self/father,

To test the sixth hypothesis,

to perceptual

with his or her respective

were computed for

self/mother,

and the two overall

scores with regard

Locke-Wallace

correlations

to

trends were noted concerning

with regard to parental

relations.

with regard to the effects of one's

that parental

relationships

may have

a more profound impact upon the female than with the male as more significant
relationships

at the . 01 and . 05 levels were evident.

Concerning
(self description)
category
(. 05).

adaptive similarities

significant

positive

for the wife's parents

relationships

and her mate

were found in the overall

for the mother and her mate (. 01) and for the father and her mate
No significant

to adaptive parental

relationships
relations

were evident for the husband with regard

and his mate.

As for the overall maladaptive
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characteristics,

a significant

positive

relationship

father and mate (. 01) and also for the husband's
With reference
several significant

to the perception

relationships

tendency to perceive

mate as being similar

her mate as being similar
areas,

to her mother.

his mate as bGing similar

father and mate (. 05).

of the spouse and parental

can be noted.

qualities; while for the maladaptive

was found for the wife's

For the female,

figures,

there is a

to her father in adaptive

the female tends to perceive

As for the male,

her

he tends to perceive

to his mother in both adaptive and maladaptive

characteristics.
With relation to self perception
tends to perceive

areas,

As for the male,

she perceives

he tends to perceive

simil ar to his mother in adaptive qualities
characteristic

husbands have similar

herself

to be more like

himself as being more

and to his father in maladaptive

agreement,

perceptual

the data disclose

accuracy,

On the other hand, it was revealed

positi vely related to marital

adjustment

accuracy of th8 maladaptive

characteristics.

one spouse is satisfied
(dissa tisfied).

the female

3.

As for the perceptual

qualit ies.

figures,

herself to be like her mother and father equally in adaptive

areas ; but in the maladaptive
her mother.

and parental

(dissatisfied),

but especially

that wives and
with adaptive

that perceptual

but specifically
In addition,

agreement

is

related to perceptual
it appears

that if

the mate will also tend to be satisfied
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Other characteristic
firom the plethora

trenc.s of interpersonal

of data available

relations

were evident

and were discussed.

Limitations
It shculd be kept in mind that the study was done at a university

set ting, Utah 8tate University.
university

In addition,

it should be noted that a single

was involved and that the local culture

and mores may enter in.

Although the sample was quite large and was drawn from a very wide
variety

of college classes,

for a very few classes

the sample was still made up of volunteers

in which a small amount of extra credit was given.

Thus, there w-3re a number of couples who were not reached
who refused to complete the forms,
Recommendations

except

and some couples

either both or one of the spouses.

for Future Research

From this research,

there are many areas of family relationships

which could be explored further.
For instance,
accurate.

perceptual

It would be interesting

couples to see when perceptual

agreement

between spouses was not very

to monitor periodically
agreement

becomes more evident.

one might look to see if there were other perceptual
mother,

father,

the relationships

In addition,

changes such as with the

and self.

Future research
inclmding the parents,

might also examine the whole family structure,

using the same battery of tests as this study utilized.

It wOJuldbe useful to obtain direct

of

data from the parents

of each spouse.
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One might also study the marriages
same family unit to investigate

possible

Other areas of research

of brothers

and sisters

of the

relationships.

which might be suggested

for further

study

are as follows:
One might consider

1.

in a marriage

for males and females.

to look at those marriages
the relationship
2.
istics

investigating

Specifically,

upon the more intense or maladaptive

and females might be explored.
relationships

3.
partners

or adaptive qualities

It would be interesting

where the orientation

versus

character-

for both males

to note differences

of the partners

is focused upon

of one another.
One might examine the relationship

at the time of marriage,

middle and late 20's,
4.

it would be interesting

where the wife is a homemaker.

The emphasis

the strengths

involvement

where the woman is involved in a career

rather than the more moderate

in marital

the differential

teens and early 20' s as compared

and perceptual

One could investigate

between the age of the
to the

agreement.

the relationship

of perceptual

agreement

between couples and years of marriage.
5.

Differential

adaptive and maladaptive

identification
qualities)

(males and females

with one's parents

in addition to

and choice of mate

might also be studied.
6.

The importance

examined further.

of similarity

between family members

One could explore the assumptions

should be

behind one's tendency
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to see other family members
One might wonder if similarity
and/or

acceptance.

and one's mate as being similar
means future happiness,

to oneself.

compatability,
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Both you and your spouse are asked to fully complete
which you have been given.
about any of the questions

It is requested

that you do not consult your mate

and that you be as honest as possible.

The forms which you have been given consist
questionnaire

which is self-explanatory

Specific instructions

are required

to comp lete The Interpersonal
yourself,

column 3, describe

your mother,

Remember
described

and a scale of interpersonal

for the latter

instrument.

(b) in column 2, describe

your description

You are asked

your spouse,

(c) in

your father.

of one person

the next.

before starting

which are descriptive

need to be filled in.

Your first impression

Please

attitudes.

and (d) in column 4, describe

that only the circles

work quickly.

of a brief history

Check List in the following ways: (a) in

column 1, describe

Always complete

the two forms

of the individual
is generally

to be

the best so

keep in mind that there are no right or wrong answers.

Thank you very much for yo ur time and cooperation

in this research

study dealing with mate selection.

Vicki Lee Nelson
Doctoral Student
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BIOGRAPIDCAL QUESTIONNAIRE
NAME:

*

PHONE:
If no phone,

address:
Male __

SEX:

Female

AGE:
NUMBER OF MONTHS MARRIED:
HIGHEST EDUCATION ATTAINED:
Student

STATUS:

---

Nonstudent

OCCUPATION:
Protestant

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION:

--

Roman Catholic

__

LDS
Jewish

__

None

-------------* This data wiH be handled professionally

Other

and confidentially and in NO way
will a name or a couple be identified with the test scores.
As 10 couples will
be randomly selected to retake the test batter y after a short interval of time,
your name is needed for this purpose only.
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MAIUTAL ADJUSTMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Check the dot on the scale below which best describes
the degree of
happiness, everything considered in your marriage.
The middle point,
"happy" represents
the degree of happiness which most people get from
marriage,
and the scale gradually ranges on one side to those few who are
very unhappy in marriage,
and on the other, to those few who experience
extreme joy in marriage.

*

*

*

*

Very
Unhappy

*

*
Perfectly
Happy

Happy

State the appropriate extent of agreement or disagreement
between you and
your mat.e on the following items.
Please check each column.
almost
always
agree

always
agree
2.
3.

4.

occasionally
disagree

frequently
disagree

almost
always
disagree

always
disagree

handling family
finances

*

*

*

*

*

*

matters of
recreation

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*

'*
*
*

*
*
*

demonstrations
of affection

5.

friends

6.

sex relations

*
*
*

7.

con ven tionali ty
(right, good, or
12ro2er conduct}

*

*

*

*

*

*

philosophy
life

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8.
9.

of

ways of dealing
with inlaws

10.

When disagreements

---

wife giving in, or

arise,

---

they usually result

agreement

in: ___

husband giving in,

by mutual give and take.

92

11.

Do you and your mate engage in outside interests

them, ___
12.

Some of them, ___

In leisure-time

to stay at home?

--13.

do you generally

prefer:

Does your mate generally

Do you ever wish yo u had not married?
Rarely,

___

None of them.

To be "on the go",

--prefer:

___

---

to be "on the go",

___

marry

---

in everything.

do you think you would: ___

a different

Do you co'1fide in your mate: ___

most things, ___

Frequently,

---

Occasion-

Never.

If you had your life to live over,

the same person,
15 .

Very few of them, ___

All of

---

to stay at home?

ally, ___
14.

together?

person,

___

almost never,

not marry
___

rarely,

marry
at all?

---

in
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